
On a remote Scottish island, two children find an 
abandoned lamb and take her home. They call her 

‘Uan’, which in Gaelic means ‘lamb’.

The children love playing with Uan and take her 
everywhere, but what will happen 

when she becomes a sheep?

Sandra Klaassen’s illustrations of the Outer Hebrides 
are brimming with life and her love of the 

landscape and people.
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‘A delight’
books for keeps

'This is a book that asks to be read 
and re-read. It's the perfect present; 

the special treat'
leopard magazine

‘A wonderful bedtime story suitable 
for ages three upwards’

the green parent
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My name is Uan 
(“Oo-an”)
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Once there was a small island in the sea.
It was the most beautiful island in the world, especially 
when the sun was shining. 



But here on the rocky edge of the sea,  
the weather was sometimes terrible.
There were gales and crashing waves.
The sky was all dark and big black clouds  
rushed low as if they wanted to catch you. And the wind was so wild ...
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